
Magnetic Bike
bodytone.eu/en/shop/pro/indoor-cycling/bike-mt2

 

Description

The MT2 professional magnetic indoor cycling bike has the softest and quietest
technology on the market, by integrating a magnetic brake system and transmission
via Poly-V belt.

The popularity of Bodytone professional spinning bikes is due to the fact that they have
an affordable price while offering the best quality.

The Indoor Clycling line from Bodytone relate physical activity with social welfare.
Perfection and safety characterize these models of professional spinning bikes. If you
have any questions about the purchase process do not hesitate to contact us to resolve
it.

Optional console

The optional M18 console for the Bodytone MT2 professional indoor bike uses
Bluetooth technology to capture RPM, Speed, Beats, as well as data such as Distance,
Time or Calories.

More information

Gallery
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https://bodytone.eu/en/shop/pro/indoor-cycling/bike-mt2/
https://bodytone.eu/en/product/consola-m18/


CUSTOMIZABLE PRODUCT

In Bodytone, In Bodytone, your MT2 Indoor Bike with your gym’s colors.

Get a high degree of personalization that will make your customers fall in love.

Contact us now
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https://bodytone.eu/en/contact/
https://youtu.be/QlWoz1HMYXY


Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/QlWoz1HMYXY

Additional information

Dimensions
128 x 61 x 105 cm

Weight
51 kg

Maximum user weight
150 kg

Flywheel
20 kg Aluminium

Transmission
Poly-V® Belt

Protections
Lateral and front cover of lfywheel and bottom bracket made of TPR, which prevents rust
and corrosion caused by sweat. Back protectors in ABS for stretching.

Pedals
SPD Mixed. VP Components X-93.

Q Factor
160 mm

Handlebars
Ergonomic and padded porous foam, anti-allergic and easy to clean.

Handlebar stem
Aluminium with 7 laser numbered positions.

Bottom bracket
Sealed design, bigger and more grooved with NTN bearings.Double bearings system on
right side.

Saddle
EVA based padding especially for the practice of inddor cycling.Covered with leather
simile.Unique Bodytone design,with emptying extra comfort pelvic area.

Saddle adjustments
Aluminium with micro adjustments, 17 numbered positions in vertical and 12 numbered
positions in horizontal.

Saddlepost
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Aluminium with laser numbered positions.

Security
Brake system with emergency stop by multiposition lever.

Brake
Magnetic.

Accessories
PVC and Aluminium bottle support.

Structure
3 mm thick steel tube welded by robotic process.

Transport
Front wheel for easy handling.

Levellers
4 height leveller for easier stability.

Painting process
3 levels of paint. Steel pickling and stabilized by immersion.Antioxidant primer to ensure
adequate isolation and 2 final coats of epoxy poliester.

Design process
Study of biomechanics and ergonomics under the supervision of professionals and
associated athletes. After a long period of design; From the sketch, research in
engineering, production of prototypes, checking by professional athletes before going to
the market.
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